
 
 

  
 

Processing The Revised LM2 For 2005 and Beyond  
 

Make sure that you have already processed Steps 1-3 from the LM Processing menu before processing 
this revised LM2 menu. Just step though the revised LM2 menu as shown below:  
 

  
 

Process Chart Of Accounts  
 
This menu will process your entire chart of accounts table and will assign to each of you income and 
disbursements accounts an LM2 Item number. If the system can not determine which LM2 item to select 
for a specific account, then it  
will show the account it is trying to assign an LM item no and allow you to pick the item number.  
 
First you must start the process, click on the Process Allocation Button.  
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If the process finds an account number in your chart of accounts that it can not determine the correct LM2 
Item number then it will show you the choses and allow you to make the determination.  
 

  
 

In the example above, the system is showing account 4-06-01-01 "Receipts/Interest other Cash" and is 
suggesting that the LM item number is '40 - Interest'. In this case LM2 Item 40 is correct for this account 
in your Chart of Accounts. You should click on the "Save Item" to update your chart of accounts with this 
LM item number.  
 
If the item showing under the "Select LM Item Below" drop down is not the correct LM Item, then you can 
click on the  
drop down box and make another selection.  
 
When the system have completed processing your chart of accounts it will indicate that it is done. Once 
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you have processed this procedure you will not have to process it again.  
 

 
Process LM2 Data  
 
This menu will pull the information needed to produce the Revised LM2 forms and schedules. The 
procedure will dump the data into temporary files for further processing. The system will assign your 
posted data to the line items on the revised LM2 Statement A (Assets and Liabilities), Statement B 
(Receipts and Disbursements and other Schedules. Once this procedure is complete, the system will 
show you a prompt indicating any posted entries that cannot be identified or assigned to an LM2 
Schedule item number. These entries will be identified as undetermined items. You will have to review 
these items to determine where they should be assigned on the Statement B of the LM2 form.  
 
Process LM2 Schedules  
 

  
 
This is the LM2 Summary Worksheet form that you will use to adjust and complete the processing of your 
data to conform to the Revised LM2 schedules. The following will explain the sections of this screen:  
 
LM Schedule Detailed Info  
This section located at the bottom, actually shows each entry that you posted in the Winfin2005 system 
during the year. This information includes the disbursements and receipts posted to your ledger and 
contains the following data:  
 
Item#   - This is the LM2 Schedule B Item number that has been assigned by the process. If the Item# is 
99, then that    means that the system could not assign the entry a LM Item number. These are the 
undetermined items that    you must manually identify.  
Sch#   - This is the LM2 Schedule number that has been assigned by the process.  
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Code   - This is the LM2 Code (i.e. 1-General Overhead, 2-Administrative,3-Representational,4-
Political,5-   Contributions). These codes were assigned when you processed your checks and deposits 
during the year.  
 
Item/Sch Amt - This represents posted amounts for the entries that will be assigned to an item on the 
LM2 Schedule.  
 
Vendor# - This is the vendor number that was assigned when you processed the entry during the year.  
 
Tax Amt - This is the tax withholding amount that was posted with the entry. This column will only show 
totals for payroll    entries.  
Soc Sec # - This is the social security number that was assigned to this entry when you posted it during 
the year.  
 
Cash Amt - This is the amount of cash that was received or disbursed for this entry.  
 
Trans Type - This identifies whether this entry is a Receipt or Disbursement entry (i.e. R- Receipt, D-
Disbursement)  
 
Jour # - This identifies the journal number that was assigned to this entry.  
 
Check # - This identifies the check number that was assigned to this entry.  
 
Cash Reconciliation  
The top section of this form shows the calculated Cash Balances for your system's data. These balances 
should agree with your year-end reports.  
 
Find/Search  
Use this section to find posted entries  
 
Process Menu  
This section contain the steps required to process your LM2 Data  
 

How To Process Your LM2 Data  
 

After running the "Process LM Data" from the "2005 LM2 Processing Menu" , you should get a message 
that indicates the number of undetermined items you have to adjust.  
 
Next, click on "Process LM2 Schedules" from the "2005 LM2 Processing Menu".  
 
To Find these undetermined items, you will need to use the "Find/Search" section of the LM2 Summary 
Worksheet screen. Click on the "Find by item no." and then input item no. 99 in the input box to the left of 
the green find button then click on the Find button.  
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This will show the first undetermined entry or entry that was assigned 99 as an item no. in the LM2 
Summary Worksheet. You will need to find each of these entries and reassigned the entry to a correct LM 
Statement B item number. Once you click on the Find button, the first item 99 entry will show in the Detail 
Info Section of the Worksheet screen. To view the details of the entry, just "double left click" your mouse 
on the entry and a detail entry pop up screen will appear (see below).  
 
 
 

  
 

As you can see above, this entry was a deposit that was posted in February of 2005. This entry was a 
deposit for PAC money for $100.00. The "LM Item No" has been assigned '99'. To change the LM Item 
No. , just click on the "Change LM Item#/Sch#" button in the lower left corner of this screen.  
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Clicking on the "Change LM Item#/Sch#" button, the LM2 Items and Schedule Listing will pop-up as 
shown above. This Screen will show you all of the Items on the LM Statement B schedule that could 
apply to this entry. For example this entry should be reported as an Item 48 - Other Receipts. To assign 
this entry to Item 48, just click on the last item that shows in the list above (item 48 Other Receipts), then 
click on the "Change" button. This action will change this item from item 99 to the correct LM2 item 
number which is item 48 - other receipts.  
 
You should repeat the above procedure until all of the Item 99 entries have been reassigned to the 
correct LM2 Statement B item number. The system will not let you continue processing your LM2 data 
until all of these items have be reassigned.  
 

  
 

Next, you should start processing the schedules using the Process Menu buttons as shown above.  
 
1. Process Schedule 11 - 12  
   This procedure will process your payroll entries and assign these entries to the appropriate payroll 
schedule for    the LM2 report. LM2 Schedule 11 should show your Officers payroll and expense and LM2 
Schedule 12 should    show all other payroll information. After running this procedure you should check 
the information by clicking on    the "Payroll Pct" tab at the top of the LM2 Summary Worksheet Screen.    
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This screen shows your payroll for all your officers listed as Sch No. 12 and All Other Payroll listed as 
Sch No.11. You should make sure that the "Total Gross Payroll" shown in the top right corner of this 
screen is correct.  
 
For this screen you will need to input the percentages of the Total Gross Payroll for each member on this 
screen. The input should go into the first five columns on this screen.  
 
Col 1 - Rep % (input the percentage of this members payroll that represented time spent for 
representational activities.  
 
Col 2 - Polit % (input the percentage of this members payroll that represented time spent for political 
activities  
 
Col 3 - Contri % (input the percentage of this members payroll that represented time spent for 
contribution activities.  
 
Col 4 - Overhead % (input the percentage of this members payroll that represented time spent for 
overhead activities.  
 
Col 5 - Admin % (input the percentage of this members payroll that represented time spent for 
administrative activities.  
 
The total percentage input should equal 100% for each person in this screen (i.e. Col 1 - 5 = 100%). 
These percentages will be used later by the system to allocate your payroll to the appropriate schedule 
on the LM2 report.  
 
Once you have entered all of the percentages, just click on the "Go Back" button at the bottom of the 
screen. You will be prompted "Do You Want To Check The Category % Before Exiting". You should click 
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on the "YES" button so the system can check to make sure all of the input percentages equal 100%.  
 
2. Process Detail  
 
Click the Process Detail button to update the LM detail information in your system.  
 
3. Process All Schedules  
 
Click on the All Proc Schedules button to generate the LM Schedules information  
 
4. Load Forms  
 
Click on the Load Forms button to generate the data for the LM2 Schedule A and Schedule B.  
This is the last step required to process the LM2 data. The next steps involve printing out the Schedules 
and forms.  
 
5. Back To Menu  
 
Click on Back To Menu button to return back to the 2005 LM2 Processing Menu.  
 
Next you just have to print out the remaining forms and schedules on this menu.  
 
Print The Statement A and B  
 
Print Detailed Item No. List  
 
Print The Itemized Schedule List  
 
Print The Officers Schedule 11  
 
Print The Employees Schedule 12  
 
Print LM2 Detail Summary Page  
 
Please note that the information generated by this process is designed to give you the information 
needed to complete your LM2 report for the Labor Department. You are required starting with the year 
2005 to file the LM2 reports online. In order to file the LM2 online you must purchase digital signatures for 
your LM2 report and download the Labor Departments software to input your LM2 information.  
 
We have provided a link on our website that will direct you to the Web Page where you can get 
information on getting the digital signatures and downloading the Labor Department LM2 software.  
 
The Web Link is: http://unionez.net/lm2.html  
 
You should contact your international office about requirements for the digital signatures.  
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